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Letter of Transmittal 
 

 

Dr. Seyama Sultana 

Assistant Professor 

School of Business & Economics (SoBE)  

United International University (UIU) 

Subject: Submission of Internship Report 

Dear Madam, 

I am happy to submit my internship report on “Forex Trading Activities of A Financial 

Services Company: A Study on FX Unity Global LTD” as per your instruction. I hope this 

report is up to your expectations. 

While preparing the report, I have come across a number of idea of foreign exchange 

systems and came to know about many prospects of foreign exchange activities of 

different banks like southeast bank, eastern bank, united commercial bank and non-

banking financial institution like IDLC, IPDC, Insta Forex etc. This temporary job program 

and readiness of report has allowed me the chance to familiarize myself with a non-

banking monetary organization. I accept that the experience I obtained from this 

examination will encourage me a great deal in my future profession life. 

It has to be referenced that without your master counsel and collaboration it would have 

been difficult to finish this report. I will be satisfied to answer such a question you may 

have with respect to this report. 

 

Sincerely yours,  

Nakib Ahmad 

ID: 111 153 083 
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Executive Summary 
 

 

 

Significance of monetary framework in a nation is expanding step by step. It is very unimaginable for 

any nation to create in mechanical and business area without sound monetary framework in current 

financial time.  

 

Unfamiliar trade activity is one of the critical elements of monetary associations. It assumes an 

essential part in generally speaking economy of the nation. Monetary organizations gather data from 

various sources identifying with cost and income from unfamiliar trade activity. Through fare, import, 

and unfamiliar settlements Foreign Exchange department of the banks procures their profit. Banks is 

the go-between of all fare, import, and settlement exercises.  

 

Globalization of public economies has given a lift to worldwide exchange. The dealer and the 

purchaser in a worldwide exchanging exchange must concur for an item or its quality, cost and so 

forth go into a sales contract, illuminating correctly transportation and conveyance subtleties, terms of 

installment, required documentation and other related issues including debate settlement strategy and 

legitimate structure accessible.  

 

The effect on exchange exchanges cash approaches of the bringing in and trading nations and 

dangers related with them, extortion prospects in the exchange or in reports are additionally important. 

A nation can't long keep on having a shortage on unfamiliar current record however a good equilibrium 

of installments on current record may hide a weighty unfriendly offset of installments with one 

individual nation or gathering of nations.  

 

Unfamiliar Exchange Market permits monetary forms to be traded to encourage global exchange and 

monetary exchanges. Subsequent to passing a ton of stages, present unfamiliar trade market has set 

up and performing to profit all the gatherings consolidated here. There are essentially three parts in 

the unfamiliar trade market of Bangladesh. Those are the Bangladesh Bank, approved vendors, and 

clients. This paper examined with respect to the connected issues of unfamiliar trade exercises of the 

organization. 
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CHAPTER 01: Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 
Monetary foundations are speculation mediators connecting the savers and clients of asset. These go-

betweens are mediated between a definitive borrowers and moneylenders allowing them proficient 

exchange of assets. People having excess assets can loan them for sensible re-visitation of business 

visionaries who need assets to exploit monetarily and monetarily suitable venture openings. The 

presence of monetary organizations encourages such trade of assets. Subsequently, both the borrowers 

and banks are in an ideal situation than they would have been without monetary organizations and 

market mediators. Consequently, these monetary organizations, for example, non-banking monetary 

establishments, have a positive part in financing and venture which is a multidimensional cycle including 

the intricacy of many interrelated and related elements of enhanced nature.  

The way to fruitful financing lays in the capacity of equilibrium numerous exercises at the same time. 

The organization must keep up a sound development rate, while simultaneously it must make a move 

to limit the dangers it faces. The organization should likewise keep up enough money available to meet 

commitments. These are identified with sound execution of an organization. The monetary presentation 

assessment exhibits the qualities and shortcomings of organization execution after some time. The 

investigation will take a gander at the measure of liquidity that FX Unity has accessible to fulfill any 

sensible needs that may need to meet, how it oversees resource/obligation, Foreign trade Operation, 

what is the situation regarding benefit and how the organization deals with its capital so it has adequate 

assets to stay dissolvable. This investigation is an endeavor to the inside and out examination of the 

Forex exchanging exercises of FX Unity Global LTD. 

 

1.2 History 

 
In 1976, Bangladesh embraced a system of oversaw drift, which proceeded up to August 1979, when a 

money weighted bin technique for conversion scale was presented. The swapping scale the board 

strategy was again supplanted in 1983 by the exchange weighted bushel technique and US the dollar 

was picked as mediation money. Bangladesh bank, as specialist of the public authority, was the sole 
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purveyor of unfamiliar money among clients.  

 

FX Unity Global LTD began its excursion here in Bangladesh in February 2019. From 2016, they 

research our monetary market in Bangladesh. They research about their market development, 

probability, plausibility and climate. From their exploration they find that it is an undiscovered market. 

The GDP development rate was 8.1% which is most elevated among other South Asian nations. That 

is the reason they began their business in Bangladesh. The originator and CEO of FX Unity Global LTD 

is Mr. Ricardo Giovanni, who is a portfolio finance manager. He has coordination’s business, unrefined 

petroleum, gas and gold business in Dubai, UAE. The COO is Dato Jay, is an individual from land 

speculation club in china, Hong Kong, and Malaysia. He was given the privileged title Dato by Malaysian 

Royal Family for his commitment to the financial advancement in 2015. 

 

 
 

1.3 Product and Services 

 
FX Unity Global LTD is a non-banking monetary organization. Their center item is forex training and 

consultancy. They give forex related preparing and course class in each Wednesday, Friday and 

Saturday. In these classes, teachers from proficient exchanging house, monetary company, 

experienced dealers and instructors are welcomed. The educators instruct from fundamental information 

to cutting edge methods of forex exchanging. The classes/workshops are compartmentalized because 

of the idea of its course. Teachers shares individual encounters, proficient feeling, stunts to get beneficial 

edge in exchanging.  

 

What's more that, they turn out additional latent revenue for customers through our asset the board 

consultancy program which is up to 10% every month for a very long time? This is essentially down to 

earth part of the scholastic hypothesis. This is a safe activity. Individuals first off are urged to include in 

forex exchanging. As a piece of the activity, individuals can add to organization putting volume in forex 

exchanging. According to organization strategy, the benefit is dispensed among the individuals who 

participated in the activity. 
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1.4 Different departments 

 
 Reception Department: FX Unity Global LTD has a decorative and dynamic 

reception department. The job of this department is mainly welcoming the guests, 

investors and other interested party. They provide basic instruction of the further 

operation of the company. They also serve as basic inquiry services like: 

appointments, meetings, notices etc. 

 

 HR & Admin Department: The HR department is another versatile side. The 

internal communication, basic HR activities, documentation and everything about 

company’s administrative work. The operation of this department in very much 

essential in everyday work. 
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 Finance & Accounts Department: Everything related about cash and financial 

works are done here. Compensation, costs, benefit, and money inflow/surge 

everything are finished by this division. On the premise organization's tendency of 

business this is the core of the organization. 

 Marketing & Sales Department: This division is known as generally unique and 

busiest. Representatives from this division are acclaimed for dedicated and rusher. 

Consistently they meet with new individuals from individual or association and let 

them think about the organization and its item and administrations. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1.5 Vision 

 
We imagine ourselves to be one of the global driving resource the board organizations through the securing, 

advancement and creation of value resources and through reasonable speculation of our assets in a protected, 

beneficial and socially dependable way.  

 

Our corporate mission is to assemble a manageable organization that reliably conveys top income per offer to 

accomplices while driving regarding execution, ecological safeguarding and corporate duty.  

 

To accomplish our objectives, we will effectively endeavor to oversee and expand on our arrangement of top 

notch resources and adjust key parts of every one of our cycles to accomplish more prominent development over 

every single key range. We keep on pursuing structure an exhibition driven association in which each individual 

acknowledges duty and is remunerated for his/her presentation. 
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1.6 Hierarchy of FX Unity Global LTD: 
  

 

 

Founder And CEO 

Chief Operating Officer 

Head Of The Deparments 

Manager 

Assistant Manager 

Administrative Officer 

Senior Sales Executive 

Junior Sales Executive 

Sales Consultant 

Trainee 

 

 
 

Founder and CEO: Mr. Ricardo Geovanni is the founder and CEO of the 

company. He covers the business deals in overseas area. 

Chief Operating Officer: Mr. Dato Jay is the coo of the company. He mainly looks 

after the operational activities of the company. 

Head of the departments: there are three head of the departments right now. They are 

responsible for each department’s activities. 

Manager: Mr. Faiz Ullah Palash is the manager of FX Unity Global LTD. He looks 

after the south Asian marketing activities. 

Assistant Manager: there are three assistant managers who helps to manager to do 

his job. 

Administrative Officers: they mainly look after the company’s internal and 

external activities. 
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Sales Executives: there are two type of sale executive based on the experience and 

performance. 

Sales Consultant: they help the members and investors to understand their rights and 

limitation over the company. 

Trainee: it is a temporary program by which company recruit its employee. The trainee 

can be sales consultant after completing their internship period successfully. 
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Chapter 02 Project Description & Intern Experience 

 

2.1 Origin of the report 

 
Presently a days, schooling isn't simply restricted to books and study halls. In this day and age, training 

is the apparatus to comprehend this present reality and apply information for the improvement of the 

general public just as business. From schooling the hypothetical information is acquired from courses 

of study, which is just the most of the way of the topic. Down to earth information has no other option. 

The ideal coordination among hypothesis and practice is of principal significance with regards to the 

advanced business world to determine the polarity between these two regions. In this manner, an 

opportunity is offered by United International University (UIU) for its potential business graduates to get 

three months handy experience, which is referred to is as "Entry level position Program". For the 

opposition of this temporary job program, the creator of the investigation was put in a non-banking 

monetary organization specifically, "Fx Unity Global LTD". Entry level position Program carries an 

understudy nearer to the genuine circumstance and in this way assists with dispatching a profession 

with some related knowledge. 

 

This paper is titled “Forex trading activities of a financial services company: A study on FX Unity Global 

LTD” originated from the fulfillment of the BBA program. For the internship program, each student is 

attached with an organization. My internship was at FX Unity Global LTD, Gulshan, Dhaka. During my 

internship, I had to prepare a report under the supervision of Dr. Siyama Sultana madam. 
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2.2 Objectives of the study 

 To know about foreign exchange activities. 

 To identify the problems faced by FX Unity Global Ltd in performing foreign 

exchange activities  

 To apply theoretical knowledge in the practical field. 

 To know how they maintain foreign exchange transaction. 

 To analyses the customer satisfaction of service quality of FX Unity Global Ltd. 

 Use of practical knowledge in sales department after getting training. 

 Overall to get a clear idea and practical knowledge about Foreign exchange 

activities of FX Unity Global Ltd. 

 

 

2.3 Methodology 

Research Methodology is a way to systematically solve the study problem. This study is 

qualitative and descriptive in type. 

Collection of Primary Data: 

Many of the data and information were collected from my practical experience and queries 

from the executives while doing my internship at FX Unity Global LTD. Information and 

data regarding Overview of the FXU, interest rates & charges, Foreign Exchange 

operations, Foreign Exchange policies etc. were collected from these sources. 

 

Collection of Secondary Data: 

Data regarding the Foreign Exchange operations and Performance Evaluation of FX Unity 

Global LTD were collected from secondary sources like: Annual Reports, Brochures, 

Manuals and Publication of FX Unity Global LTD, Bangladesh Bank Library, DSE Library, 

Newspaper etc. were the major sources of secondary date. 
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2.4 Limitations of the study 

 

This study may not free from limitations. It is to be noted that, these limitations would be 

contributed in developing an outstanding report. Below these limitations are: 

 

 Constraint of time is one of the main factors that abbreviated the current 

examination. Because of time impediment, numerous viewpoints couldn't be 

examined in the current investigation. 

 Confidentiality of data is another important barrier during the conduct of this study. 

Every organization has their own secrecy that is not revealed to others. 

 Though I am one of their staff, while collecting data on FX Unity Global Ltd, 

personnel do not disclose enough information for the sake of confidentiality of the 

organization. 

 One of the major sources of collecting information is the Organization’s web site. 

But the web site is not up-to- date comprising with any other non-banking financial 

services companies. 

 Little working region makes obstruction to execute any work appropriately. Trouble in getting 

to most recent information of inside tasks. Non-availability of some preceding and latest data. 

 I was in this department for only 3 months of time and worked like a regular 

employee hindered the opportunity to put the better effort for the study.
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2.5     Working Experience at FX Unity Global LTD 

 
FX Unity Global LTD is a non-banking financial company established, which obtained 

incorporated as a Private Limited Company under the Companies Act, 1994 in Bangladesh 

on July 31, 2019. FX Unity Global LTD is one of the leading non- banking financial 

company. Being able to work in this organization I find myself lucky. I got the opportunity 

to work in sales departments in FX Unity Global LTD 

During the three months of my internship I was placed in Gulshan office (South East Asian 

HQ) under Biswajit Ghosh, senior sales executive in FX Unity Global LTD. It was fun to do 

the project. The work experience gave me a good idea of the overall financial system of 

Bangladesh and taught me the professionalism at work place. 

 

 

 
 

2.6     Job as an Intern 

 
During the internship period at FX Unity Global LTD, I was placed as sales consultant. At 

first, I was in training program for four weeks, then in sales department for two months. 

So, it was a great experience for me to work in FX Unity Global LTD. 

 

Meeting with new people: as an employee of sales department I had to meet with new 

people every day. There was a target set by team leader to meet new people. The 

strategy is to find people who are potential client and known with financial 
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System. In the training period I had training how to meet with ne people, socialize with 

them on different circumstance. 

 

Sharing information: the primary job is to introduce the potential client with our 

company’s product and service. As an employee of financial company there are some 

code of conduct we had to follow such as, we can’t provide wrong or misinformation about 

any policy or service. These rules are to help us in future financial conduct. 

 

Membership: it was our goal to get the potential client become our member of the 

seminar. 

 

Seal A Deal: “Seal A Deal” is a traditional activity of the company. There might be chance 

to convert the potential client into regular general client. In this occasion, I had to draw a 

contract on the behalf of the company with the client to become of investor. This event 

counts as personal achievement as well as team achievement. 

 

In short, my job as an intern: 

 Find a potential client 

 Communicate with the desired client and set an appointment 

 Sharing detailed information about company’s product and service 

 Try to convince him/her to become our member for seminars. 

 Try to convince him/her to become investor 

 If the person agreed to become an investor, draw a contract. 

 Make the deposit on behalf of my client, “Seal A Deal”. 
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2.7     Critical observation and recommendation 

 
As an advertising understudy, I generally like to manage a responsibility in a business 

division. In this way, clearly private associations get the primary goal to me. A temporary 

position in FXU is an incredible method to exhibit revenue in the area and for me to get 

familiar with the genuine employment I would do on a normal premise.  

 

During entry level position period, representatives of FXU were extremely strong and 

consistently assisted me with learning. Be that as it may, it was unrealistic for me to think 

pretty much all the divisions inside 3 months.  

 

I discovered a few issues with respect to the organization while working here.  

 

During my entry level position I saw that outstanding task at hand in deals division was 

more than contrasted with the quantity of working representatives. As their work pressure 

was being multiplied, so persuasive degrees of those representatives were getting down. 

In this way, the authority is needed to be a little cautious about their representatives. May 

be their present strategy isn't to enroll any new representative, however they can 

comprehend this circumstance by moving workers from different offices. In any case the 

inspiration level of the representative will be low.  

 

The board doesn't have any severe principles with respect to time the executives. 

Subsequently, the propensity of being not on time is developing among workers. To 

change this training the board may should be a little unforgiving about their guidelines 

and guideline. 
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Chapter 03 Foreign Exchange Operation 

 

3.1     Foreign exchange 

 
Unfamiliar trade covers all business exercises identifying with import, send out, internal and outward 

settlement and purchasing and selling of cash. Perhaps the biggest business did by the non-banking 

monetary organization and banks is unfamiliar exchanging. The exchange among different nations 

succumbs to close connection between the gatherings managing in exchange. The circumstance calls 

for mastery in the field of unfamiliar activities. The organization, which gives such activity, is alluded to 

as vital accomplice. Chiefly exchanges with abroad nations are regards of import; trade and unfamiliar 

settlement go under the review of unfamiliar trade exchanges. Global exchange requests a progression 

of merchandise from vender to purchaser and of installment from purchaser to dealer. For this situation 

the business houses assume an indispensable part to connect between the purchaser and dealer.  

 

In FX Unity Global LTD unfamiliar trade division has one section which is forex exchange. 

 

 

 

 

3.2     Sales department 

 
Mainly selling deals with clients that is two parties in sales department in FX Unity Global 

LTD: 

 

 
1. Sales Executives and Consultants: this party mainly does the heavy work. 

They find potential clients, talk with them, sharing information about company’s 

product and service, make them general clients, keep updating them about new 

offers or policy, draw and make contracts etc. 
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2. Upper Management: they do most sensitive work for the company. After 

closing a deal, they have to update the clients account and invest. They monitor 

company’s whole volume, profit and expenses. They also decide and organize 

various events and seminars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3     Activities related to forex trading 

 
There are two types of service FXU providing: 

1. Forex education consultancy and training 

2. Fund management program 

 

1. Forex education consultancy and training: FX Unity Global LTD has course 

program for its clients. The course takes 6 months to 12 months of duration to 

complete. The classes are taken every Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 5 pm. 

In this session a professional trader instructs how to do forex trade in first hand. 

 

2. Fund management program: Fund Management program is for all. FXU takes 

peoples fund and manage it to do trading. Investor will get up to 10% profit per 

month for 10-month contract. An investor can deposit minimum 200$ to maximum 

10000$ against one NID. The profit is disbursed in 3 slot every month. There is no 

capital locking system. If anyone withdraw their deposit before 10 month there will 

10% penalty charge and 5% processing fee. Processing fee is applicable for 

anytime withdrawal. The company will take BDT 89.50 per dollar and give BDT 

84.50 per dollar. 
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3.4     Strategic partner 

 
Midtou Global is a government registered, heavily regulated and authorized brokerage 

house in Indonesia. Midtou Global Ltd started its journey in 2005. They one of top 5 

brokerage house in Indonesia. FXU is the strategic partner of Midtou global ltd. Midtou 

Global Ltd has highly professional and experienced trader. They have extensive 

knowledge about global macroeconomics. They minimize the loss through risk 

management. FXU is working as an introducing partner in Bangladesh. 

 

 

3.5     Activities in sales department 

 
As an intern in sales department I have to take 4 weeks of training initially. In training 

session, I know about the company profile, financial market, forex market and selling 

training. 

After the training program my tasks were: 

1. Create a client database 

2. Contact with clients and introduce the company 

3. Follow up with clients and take appointment 

4. Offer the service and promotions 

5. Achieving sales target
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3.6    Performance of FX Unity Global LTD 
 

Performance of FX Unity Global LTD can be determined by its income, expense, 

profit/loss, cash inflow and outflow. 

 
 

Table 5.1.1 

 

 

From table 5.1.1 we can see a statistic of trading of a period of time. In the table it shows 

how much income and profit FX Unity Global LTD can make from its operation. So, in the 

light of previous table I can explain the summery down below. 

Monthly expense: 

Bills and rents utilities Employee 

salary 

miscellaneous Total 

250000 100000 1000000 50000 1400000 

Monthly income: 

 

From clients From trading From partner 

brokerage 

Total 

5000000 2000000 4000000 11000000 
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Profit disburse per month: 8450000 

Net profit: 11000000-1400000+8450000=1150000 BDT 

In our day to day business it is very significant to follow international market time table. 

Here in the table 5.1.2 how international market timing is different from one another. 

 

 

 

Table 5.1.2 

From the different time zone FX Unity Global LTD follows them on basis of our work 

time and business convenience. 

 

 

Table 5.1.3 

From table 5.1.3 we use different time zone around a month. It would make our profit 

margin go higher. 
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It would be easier if I show how different time zone can play important role in financial 

market. Table 5.1.4 shows the difference of exchange rate of different time zone around a 

month. 

 

Table 5.1.4 

 

 

From table 5.1.4 we see the difference among major 8 currency using financial market 

around the world. The raise and downfall from the table can be very use for our traders 

to do their jobs and reduce the risk through risk management and thus maximize the 

profit. 
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3.7    Findings of the Study 

 
In the middle of twenty first century, here we are facing a heavy competition with each 

other, at every single point. If anyone has a week point than the rival party will take the 

opportunity and make a problem for the week intuition. 

After complete my internship in FX Unity Global LTD I realized that there are many 

problems and this may be a cause of huge loss or create a barrier for the future prospect. 

So, the company should take care of it very seriously. 

 

Findings of the study 

 

The principle target of FX Unity Global LTD is to expand benefit by using its assets at the 

ideal level and to guarantee the most ideal assistance towards the clients. FX Unity Global 

LTD consistently attempts to maintain its social responsibility, so it fixes the terms and 

conditions for getting store under Forex exchanging exercises a most adaptable mold and 

uncover the real financing cost it charges against the credit to be advertised. 

Other Findings 

 

In a non-industrial nation like Bangladesh the requirement for homegrown asset assembly is of 

exceptional significance. Store held by the monetary mediators establishes the significant piece of 

homegrown monetary assets of the nation. Different exercises of the organization are additionally reliant 

upon the stores. The higher the measure of stores, the better is the position organization in financing 

venture ventures, particularly enormous scope ventures. The size of store shows that FXU's 

development in store is remarkable throughout the years demonstrating a development pace of 67.47%.
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Chapter 04 Recommendations and Conclusions 

 

 4.1     Recommendations 
 

In my limited capacity to focus temporary job program, I have picked up viable 

encounters about forex exchanging exercises from beginning an arrangement to 

readiness of month to month report about it. I had found not many things from 

everyday tasks. Considering that I make following proposals:  

Deals Section must be decentralized to settle on their choices with greater 

obligation. Customary execution examination and confirmation of 

advancement/prize ought to rely upon that they will oppose the representative's 

exchanging propensity. Programming up degree is a need to upgrade execution 

and to rival other PCBs. Space lack is another issue for unfamiliar trade division 

since they needed to store all the papers of any exchange.  

Yearly monetary report must be distributed distinctly for unfamiliar trade 

exercises in subtleties.  

FX Unity Global LTD can open new branches in spots. 

 

4.2     Conclusion 

 
 

Monetary organizations assume a significant part during the time spent financial 

development of a nation. Given their extensive financial potential, these establishments 

have a far – arriving at sway on the turn of events and government assistance cycle of 

the encompassing social orders. These monetary organizations depend, in gathering their 

monetary assets, fundamentally on the inflow of stores. To endure and make progress, 

these organization's undertaking to draw in customers looking for store to back their 

various exercises as per the organization's set up terms and conditions.  

 

These organizations, which are called non-banking monetary organizations, depend in 

their exchanges on the financing cost, as the driving variable, which animates every one 
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of their dealings.  

 

In an agricultural nation like Bangladesh, monetary business is a lot of serious. In excess 

of 10 organizations are working as of now and contending to hold greatest piece of the 

overall industry. For a smoothen activity each bank must have the ability of overseeing 

resource/risk, liquidity and credit.  

 

The monetary presentation assessment exhibits that the benefit of the bank has a positive 

pattern. Benefit is a pointer of an organization's ability to convey hazard and/or to expand 

its capital. The pay proclamation, a vital wellspring of data on an organization's 

productivity, just as the examination uncovers that fx unity global ltd has achieved huge 

measure of benefit throughout the long term. With a set number of workers network it has 

recorded positive development in net benefit on account of appropriate administration and 

right determination of venture standards. The organization has solid center store 

connoting sound liquidity position and keeping up an ideal situation ahead of time store 

proportion. Generally monetary picture of fx unity global ltd for the most recent year time 

frame shows that it has emphatically set its root in the monetary field of Bangladesh. The 

figures don't recount the tale of disappointment. The pattern is agreeable to FX Unity 

Global LTD and the administration should step up and stay with the's way to the 

achievement. 
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